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My article this issue comes directly from NACL’s 2018 Annual Report—               
a collaboration between our Board President (Cees van Oosten) and myself, 
which I thought would be prudent to share with our entire Bulletin audience. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The past year has been one of challenges – which have led to opportunities for 
growth and an evolution of services.  We were challenged by our stakeholders 
to improve our current services through last year’s feedback surveys, and by 
changes at the senior management level.  As is our culture, we embraced these 
challenges as an opportunity to improve our services and infrastructure.   
 
We have completed a comprehensive review of our Community Inclusion     
services (findings presented at AGM), with the aim of providing a new model 
that is more reflective of the needs of a new generation of consumers.  The           
development and implementation of this service will unfold over the coming 
months, with a similar review of all other NACL programs to follow.   
 
Through a number of personnel changes, our administrative structure has been 
enhanced with a new Accounting Department, which led to other personnel 
changes that have improved efficiencies and streamlined processes.   
 
While addressing the above largely-unanticipated events, we have continued 
on with our targets related to our Evergreen Strategic Plan.  The analysis of our 
strategic plan analysis is as follows: 
 

In General… 

 Average progress in the Strategic Plan was 

assessed at 85%, which surpassed the target 

of 75%. 

 9/17 items reached progress targets, which 

are analyzed in the following bullets. 
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Person Centered Planning… 

 While progress has been made on Person Centered Planning (PCP) outcomes, we did not reach our three targets of 90%, 
90%, and 100% implementation, respectively. 

 While 2017 had very good momentum following the implementation of ShareVision’s PCP framework and training       
presentations, key staffing issues disrupted this momentum. 

 Overall, this work continues into 2018-2019 – and with the help of a dedicated Person Centered Planning staff person, the 
Quality Assurance Department is focusing on training and oversight of documentation to ensure these outcomes are fully 
achieved. 

Community Inclusion Programs… 

 The review of Actions Day Program is in process. 

 Progress has been made, with family consultations completed and information summarized;   
however, the initiative did not meet the target of 75% progress. 

 Work continues on this initiative, but is being hampered by the absence of key program staff. 

Residential Programs… 

 Residential strategic plan items include the Maxey Road house, the Uplands project, and a housing strategy. 

 Maxey Road has been completed. 

 The Uplands project has been delayed due to circumstances beyond NACL’s control (delayed Municipal approvals, and   
several changes requested by BC Housing), but progress continues – with the tenants supported by NACL already selected, 
and construction expected to commence in late 2018.   

 As the Uplands project has been and continues to be very labour-intensive, the Executive Director, in consultation with the 

Board, decided to focus only on this project until completed.  Following completion, the housing strategy will become the 

focus of the Housing Committee – and a summary paper will be produced. 

Social Enterprise/Employment… 

 All three outcomes on social enterprise and employment have achieved targets, with the Social Enterprise committee  
established, good progress being made on the COCO Café outcome, and Value Village and Saori Weaving enterprises. 

 Employment stats show that 84% of NACLWorks! program participants have paid work. 
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Children’s Services… 

 Both Children’s Services outcomes have been achieved, with 
Chestnut Home now fully established and serving two youths    
residentially. 

Community Recognition and Awareness… 

 Community recognition and awareness has had some success, 
with several events and community partnerships established. 

 The rebranding effort is underway with a committee in place; 
however, the Community Awareness Committee has yet to be 
formed. 

Program Plans… 

 It was expected that program plans would be documented in 
ShareVision and tied to the Strategic Plan, but it has been more difficult than expected to get consistency on this outcome.  

 A formal review in the fall will be required. 

Looking Ahead… 

The upcoming year is looking especially exciting – with construction commencing at Uplands, potential rebranding, and the        
implementation of new services designed to respond to contemporary demand.   

As the President and Executive Director, we are proud to work with a group of people so dedicated to improving the lives of the 
persons we serve. 

Cornelis (Cees) van Oosten 

President 

Graham Morry 

Executive Director 

 

 

British Columbia is rich in talent and opportunity, yet we face labour shortages spanning industries and regions.  

By 2025, BC employers will need to fill an estimated one million jobs.  With competition for talent so tight, it makes sense to create 

hiring practices that include the best people.  Hiring people with diverse abilities is not only the right thing to do — it’s a smart     

business decision. 

https://www.timescolonist.com/opinion/op-ed/island-voices-hiring-people-

with-disabilities-is-the-smart-thing-to-do-1.23424937 

Online article, via Inclusion BC’s In the News...  

Island Voices:  Hiring people with 
disabilities is the smart thing to do 

September 9, 2018—04:50 a.m. 
Shane Simpson, Tamara Vrooman, and Craig Richmond  
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from Chestnut Street Home! 

By:  Angela Trimble, Senior Program Manager 

Two amazing young men live at Chestnut Street Home.  These boys keep us on our toes...learning, laughing, and enjoying 

each and every day! 

This summer was jam-packed with adventures and a ton of goal accomplishments.  Marcus bought himself a bike, which 

he proudly rides regularly.  This means that some of us staff have had to remember how to balance on two wheels!  

We also welcomed Bruce Whitehead to our team as permanent Senior Residence Worker, and couldn’t be more grateful 

and appreciative of his hard work and amazing fit at this program.  Thanks Bruce!   



By:  Marlena Stewart, Executive Assistant 
Report 
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Summer flew by in a flash, and now we’re into the thick of fall already!  It’s definitely feeling like sweaters and boots weather.  
Your HR Department has been buzzing these past few months, with some new people joining us and a few departures along the 
way.   
 
We did have one change at the front desk over the summer, which you may have already noticed!  ANGELA DeVUYST left us in 
August in order to be a full-time Gramma, and we were lucky to have MICHELLE GAN step in to join our front desk team with 
COURTENAY DIACZUK!  Courtenay is now here all day Mondays and Tuesdays, and until 12:30 on Wednesdays—and Michelle 
is here all day Wednesday through Friday.  Make sure to stop by and say hi if you’re at the office! 
 
Here are the newest casuals who’ve joined us since our last report—welcome aboard to RICHARD MANNING, KENDRA TAYLOR, 
JODIE MEDD, DAVID SAYERS, RILEY GRAVES, MICHAEL DANYLYCH, JONEE JANOLINO, DALLAS KOBYLNYK, JESSICA REED, MIKE 
CAINES, and ANGIE HAMILTON.  
 
We’d also like to congratulate these employees who obtained either temporary or 
permanent postings since the last newsletter.  Here they are, at their current status: 
 

 JEREMY GREEN – permanent part-time CSW, Portsmouth Road Home 

 MICHELLE MILLER – permanent part-time CSW, Maxey Road Home 

 AVA SIEMENS – permanent part-time CSW, Kennedy Home 

 CINDY GRIFFIN – temporary full-time CSW, Turner Connection Home 

 JULIE MORTON – permanent part-time CSW, Maxey Road Home 

 LES PANGBORNE LA-HUE – permanent part-time CSW, Actions Day Program 

 NATHAN MARTYN – permanent part-time CSW, Chestnut Street Home 

 KELLY VALKS – permanent full-time CSW, Hammond Bay Home 

 GRETCHEN BROWN – permanent full-time Program Manager, Admin 

 DONNA HUDON – temporary part-time CSW, Jingle Pot Home 

 SHALEY MARINO – temporary full-time CSW and A/SRW, Hammond Bay Home 

 FAROOQ BHAT – temporary part-time Clothes Drop Manager, Admin 

 ROBIN ERICKSON – temporary full-time CSW, Actions Day Program 

 COURTNEY OTTO – permanent full-time SRW, Portsmouth Road Home 

 RACHEL TREW – temporary full-time Acting Program Manager, Admin 
 
You can see above that GRETCHEN BROWN is now a permanent full-time Program 
Manager (congrats!), and she will continue to manage both Jingle Pot Home and 
Maxey Road Home.  The Admin Team would also like to offer a warm welcome to 
RACHEL TREW, who will be the Acting Program Manager of Caspers Way Home 
and Turner Connection Home for just under three months. 
 
Stay tuned for more info to come about this year’s STAFF APPRECIATION PARTY on 
Saturday, November 17, 2018—it will be at the German Club this year, and we’re 
always trying to make it our best one yet...so, watch for more details to come soon.  
We’ve included a “save the date” note on the back page of this Bulletin.  Make sure 
you RSVP to Courtenay or Michelle at the front desk if you’re planning to come 
(info@nanaimoacl.org or 250-741-0224, ext. 0)!   
 
Have a SPOOKTACULAR October and rest of the fall season, and catch you in           
December!   
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Hammond Bay Home! 

By:  Cindy Carano, Program Manager 

Lots of changes going on at Hammond Bay Home with the 
usual coffee and pool games, but now Life Long Learning has 
moved to the upstairs of the Hammond Bay Home. The pro-
gram has filled the unusually-empty space with warmth,          
laughter, and leaning.  Although we share the space, these 
are two separate programs within the home. 
 
Shaley Marino is the new temporary Senior Residence    
Worker (SRW) at HBH.  She is super-excited to learn some 
new things.  Welcome to the team, Shaley!   
 
We have enjoyed the summer with walks 
and drives, a few picnics at the beach, and 
finding plenty of new treasures at the fairy 
doors at Neck Point Park.  

As you can see, they have a 
VESTED interest in this           

answer...ha ha!   
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The Quality Assurance Department has been busily wrapping up reports for 2017-2018 and putting together the various          

governance plans for 2018-2019. 

All the surveys from members, stakeholders, staff, and persons served were processed and summarized. 

All the individual goals were categorized based on the eight quality of life domains, and progress on goals in each category was 

summarized. 

Other relevant program data and Health and Safety data was also summarized for review. 

The following governance plans were evaluated for progress in the past year and renewed for 2018-2019: 

 Risk Management 
 Accessibility 
 Technology 
 Cultural Competency and Diversity 
 Compliance 
 Financial 
 Human Resources 
 Health and Safety 

The Human Resources, Health and Safety, Technology, and                     

Compliance Reports were completed, and action items or                                                                                                                                      

recommendations put into the plans for the next year. 

All of this was then reviewed and analyzed in the annual Performance Analysis and Outcomes Management Report, which is our 

annual report card—and generates the recommendations for next year that go into our Quality Improvement Plan. 

The full Performance Analysis report will be available on ShareVision for staff and 

Board to review if they wish, and the condensed public Performance Review will 

be available on the website for everyone to see. 

Efforts will continue in the next year on the Person Centered Planning process 

and staff competency training modules in ShareVision. 

Accreditation Station 
By Peter Letts, Quality Assurance Manager 
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...at Jingle Pot Home! 

By:  Gretchen Brown, Program Manager 

Jingle Pot has had a busy summer of fun!   

One activity this summer was an annual family BBQ, where the Jingle Pot gang got to show off their home.  There was lots of good 
food to share, and time to visit and reconnect. 

We attended the VIEX, and there have been outings to Port Alberni and other areas on the Island. 

We are looking forward to fall, with all the joys the changing of the seasons bring. 
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...at Turner Connection? 

By:  Angela Trimble, Senior Program Manager 

 

Turner Connection Home had a fabulous 2018 summer!  

We had a “girls only”’shopping day, by crossing over on the ferry and       
heading to Tsawwassen Mills.  We didn’t quite break the bank, but sure had 
a lot of fun! 

Brian and his brother, supported by the adventurous Doug Rollings, headed 
out on a helicopter tour. 

The pictures say it all!   

Turner is a happy, caring and enjoyable place to be, thanks to the awesome 
group of roommates and their amazing support team.  

Thanks for a great summer, everyone! 
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By:  Brianna Otto, Senior Home Share Manager 

…and another summer has flown by. 

We would like to welcome Amanda Cassen back after her maternity leave.  September 10th 

was her first day back and I am sure some of you will be seeing her as she eases back into her 

role and has the chance to come visit!  Jennifer Carano will be staying with us a little longer in 

Home Share, too! 

 

Now that everyone has returned from holidays and our schedule is back to normal, we 

would like to invite you for a Home Share Network Meeting.  It has been a while!  This will 

be held in our Actions Day Program space (83 Victoria Crescent) on Tuesday, October 16, 

2018 from 5:30-7:30 p.m.  A pizza dinner and refreshments will be provided!  

 

Home Share Providers and persons served will each have a chance to win $100 just by     

showing up and entering their name into a prize draw.  Please RSVP to your Home Share 

Manager if you plan on attending, so we have an idea on how much food to order. 

Please feel free to send topics you may like us to speak about for any of the upcoming       

Network Meetings. 

As always, we are continually searching for caring and inclusive people to provide home share 
support. If you know of anyone you think would be a great provider, please send them our way! 
 
We look forward to seeing all of you, and hope you have had a happy and safe summer! 
 

 

NACL’s 

Board of 
Directors 

At NACL’s Annual General Meeting on September 24, 2018, NACL’s Board of Directors was 
established for 2018/2019.  We’d like to offer warmest thanks to our seven returning  
Directors for having their names stand for re-election, and for the time, skills, and 
knowledge they bring to our organization: 

 

 

 

 

 

Special thanks as well to Sandra Hamel, who stepped down from the Board at the AGM.  
Sandra had been on NACL’s Board of Directors since November 2015, and was most     
recently our Board Secretary.  Sandra led us through major changes to our Constitution 
and Bylaws last year, and has extensive policy-related expertise.  We are very pleased 
that she will continue to participate in committees as a member at large.   

President: Cees van Oosten 

Vice President: M. Lynn Rolko 

Treasurer: Paul Best 

Secretary: TBD October 22nd 

Directors: Julie Stevens 

 Dan Johnston 

 Tim Tessier 

 Sharon Easton 
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By:  Barb Barry, Person Centered Practices/Employment Services Manager 

PCT (Person Centered Thinking), PCP (Person Centered Plan),  
and 2-Day Training EXPLAINED!!! 

 

When we talk about our PCT training, we are referring to Person Centered Thinking Skills (PCT)...when we are talking about a     
Person Centered Plan (PCP), we are referring to what we document and record for an individual (as PCP).  In our day-to-day 
work, simply call the document a PCP.  There are many skills we learn and used for completing a plan. 

More importantly than what the document is called, is what it represents.  Anytime we do a plan of any kind, we are making a 
promise to someone.  That promise and commitment is to “act on what we hear.”  However, before we take action, we need to be 
purposeful and mindful about what we are doing. 

Of the many skills and material covered in the 2-day training, there is a reference to one of Albert Einstein’s brilliant sayings: 

“If I had an hour to solve a problem, I’d spend 55 minutes 
thinking about the problem, and 5 minutes thinking about     

solutions.”  
 

This is arguably the best piece of advice Albert Einstein has given us. 
 
Relating this quote to our Person Centered Thinking simply means that before we act, jump to fixing, and solutions, it important 
that we think first.  With that said, PCT skills is about just that— learning skills that help up listen, record and act on what we hear.  
You will also learn about a PCP/PCT by doing one about yourself.  When back in the working world, you will be familiar with the 
skills and tools need to help contribute, capture, and record good information for contributing…remember good goals and support 
priorities need to flow from a meaningful Person Centered Plan.  A PCP is individual and as unique as the person you are planning 
with.  

 
On June 5th, we met again as a (PCP) coaches’ team 
and reviewed the 4+1 question seeking to find the 
answers and action steps regarding the age-old   
question of how to further embed the PCT within 
NACL.  Many action steps came from this process, 
and one of the big ones was MORE TRAINING, 
please!   
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...continued... 
 
In our initiative to host increased amount of training throughout the year, we  
hosted the two day PCT training June 21st and 22nd.  If you have been tapped on 
the shoulder for this round of training, you will have received an e-mail and an 
attached flyer outlining all the details.  If you are not in this session...no worries, 
there will be more!   
 
The next training is fast approaching and will be held October 4 and 5, 2018...and 
then again at the end of November.  SO, if you do not get to this session, there 
will be more! 

Other notes: 
I get a lot of questions about PCT/PCP and I love that!  So, keep the questions coming!  I will be attending many of your staff 
meeting in the next while to help facilitate more learning…  

...at Portsmouth Road Home! 

By:  Cindy Carano, Program Manager 

Here is a fine-looking crew, all keen to learn all about SIVA shirt-pull maneuvers. 

SIVA is the non-violent crisis intervention program used at NACL, and stands for Supporting Individuals Through Valued         

Attachments. 

Randy Humchitt is leading the way, with a hands-on demonstration on how to get out of a shirt grab.  

He brought us super-duper white t-shirts and we had a great practice; it was an excellent learning experience. 

Thank you Randy for the in-service session in SIVA training!      
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Program 

Summer brings the chance to do little decorating changes to the Snoezelen Room,  while the participants  that visit the room 

take a little time off to do fun-in-the-sun things.     

With going into September and school starting, the Snoezelen Room is been being booked up quickly, with new clients and        
learning programs within the community.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By:   Sue Logan, Snoezelen Room Attendant 

For more information about NACL’s Snoezelen 
Room, please contact me (Sue) at: 

250-741-0224, ext. 232 or 

snoezelen@nanaimoacl.org   

Program 

By:   Les Pangborne La-Hue, Community Support 
Worker 

What a fun summer we have had at the Actions Day Program!  We have welcomed seven new participants and two new staff.  
We have planted and harvested a garden which, was enjoyed by all in a few of our cooking and baking programs.  We have also 
done some beachcombing and lots of outdoor sports to take advantage of this nice weather while it lasts!  Once again, we braved 
the big city of Vancouver and attended the PNE at the end of August—and a great time was had by all!    

 

 

 

Day Program 
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Program 

 

Weaving Community Bridges 
 
Friday Saori weaving classes are running at almost full capacity, with a lovely mix of people with disabilities and people from the        
community at large weaving together.  Classes may be expanded if there’s a demand to include after-school, evening, or weekend 
timeslots—so please give us your input on a preferred time/day!  

Weavers don’t have to attend for the whole two hours…they weave when, how, and what they want.  Looms are adaptable for 

various physical challenges…IF YOU HAVE ONE FINGER, YOU CAN WEAVE!  
 

Know someone who might like to try it? 
No rules or boundaries...and LOTS of fun!  

Book a session at (250) 741-0224, extension 229.  
 
Many thanks to the Mid-Island Co-op for providing funding for four public exhibitions over the summer...and to Brenda Ackerman 
and Mike Boerson, our assistant weaving coaches, who helped the public try their hand at weaving! 

Friday morning sessions will be suspended for October and November while our     
weaving coach is away, but will be starting up again on December 7, 2018.  Weavers in 
the Actions Day Program will continue playing on the looms right through the autumn, 
with Sara Gilks as their weaving coach.  

By:   Kim Adam, A/Employment Specialist 
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Program 

 

Jason has been working at the Backyard Wild Bird and Nature Store since mid-January of this year.  His co-workers, his 
boss (Colin Bartlett), and Jason all enjoy the way he fits into the store team.  So much so, “Mr. B” has increased Jason’s 
hours for the coming busy season!   

Jason is responsible for filling and weighing jugs of different types of birdseed, and assisting with a variety of tasks in the 
store during quieter moments.  Jason loves his job—in his own words, he says : 

Every day is a surprise.  Some days tasks are different—I love it, my               
co-workers are easy to get along with, and so is the boss.  He’s a really 
good person to work for.  I always come in with a smile.” 

Go and check out the Backyard Wild Bird and Nature Store for unusual but affordable gifts and of course, edibles for our 
fellow creatures.  Don’t forget to take a peek at the livestream video monitor tracking birds at feeding stations in exotic   
locales—or the amusing quips on the chalkboard beside the front door, which change daily!  

By:   Kim Adam, A/Employment Specialist 
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By Lydia Canuel, Program Manager 
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at Maxey Road Home! 

By:  Gretchen Brown, Acting Program Manager 

Maxey Road’s first summer has been idyllic. 

Waking up to the country life is very relaxing.  We’ve been      
actively working on our garden, too! 

As well, the gang have taken  a day trip to a farm, visited the 
VIEX, and enjoyed the many activities our island has to offer. 

Fall is coming, and Maxey is gearing up for a music-
filled  Halloween Party...stay tuned for updates! 
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By:  Randy Humchitt 
Deputy Executive Director 

Casual Staff Meetings Are Now “General Staff Meetings” 
 

Greetings from the Employee Services side of things!  Now that the summer is over, we will be looking 
forward to establishing a routine for ongoing “General Staff Meetings.”  These would be meetings that 
any NACL employee is welcome to attend (casual, temporary, permanent) to exchange ideas and discuss 
pertinent topics about the agency and CSW work life!  Standing items will include health and safety,      
Conversations That Matter, and Person Centered Planning.  Previously, Angela Trimble and I hosted “Casual 
Staff Meetings” in the early evenings, and attendance (though much appreciated!) was a bit low.  We’ll be 
experimenting with different times and days for these meetings to find the “sweet spot” that will enable as 
many staff to attend as possible!  

The first general staff meeting will be held on Wednesday, October 10th from 1pm to 4pm in the NACL 
basement meeting room.  An agenda and reminder will be sent out more closely to the date.  If you have 
ideas for agenda items, please e-mail them to me!  

 
Welcome to our New Temporary Clothes Drop Manager, Farooq Bhat! 

 

NACL’s Clothes Drop Bin Program has been a success on many fronts:  employment and skill development for  
persons served, raising NACL’s community awareness, and bringing in much needed revenue to fund initiatives 
that are not financially supported by government (the Saori Hand Weaving Studio, for example).  We know that 
it can be improved upon and expanded in several areas:  bin overage management, increasing bin locations,        
marketing the program, and getting clothing through different avenues (clothing drives, lost-and-found bins, 
school district collaboration, tying Clothes Drop to signature community events, neighborhood clothing pick-ups, 
etc.).  To meet these goals, we have hired Farooq Bhat as our Temporary Clothes Drop Manager! 

 

 

In the coming weeks, he will be orientating to the program and developing a plan for expansion and improvement.  He be sharing 
an office with our Executive Assistant, Marlena Stewart—so if you’re at the office...stop by and say hello! 

Communications Audit as Part of a Potential Rebranding Process 

The notion of an agency rebrand has been on the minds of the Board of Directors and Management Team 
for quite some time.  The reasons?  To have a name and brand that matches the current phase of the      
movement in supporting people with developmental disabilities to live good quality lives, and to increase 
community awareness about NACL to assist with that movement.   

The Board of Directors approved the Management Team to do research into a marketing/rebranding       
strategy this past spring, and a team (Graham Morry, Barb Barry, Angela Trimble, Cindy Shelest, and me) 
have been meeting with various marketing firms to see the potential for what a rebrand could look like. 

For those that don’t know, Farooq Bhat did a 16-week internship with NACL before being hired for a 
further 16 weeks as a temporary Quality Assurance Assistant (QAA) this year.  As the QAA, Farooq 
developed a business plan for the Hand Weaving (in the style of Saori) studio, and supported Peter 
Letts in refining the handbooks for persons served and families/caregivers.  During his internship, 
Farooq secured two new bin locations for the Clothes Drop Bin program, and helped to implement a 
clothing drive at Vancouver Island University.  When deciding how to proceed with dedicating       
specific labour and resources to Clothes Drop expansion, it was obvious that Farooq was the person 
for the job!   
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Communications Audit as Part of a Potential Rebranding Process (Cont’d) 
 

We needed to take a step back before choosing a marketing firm and answer some questions.  What does the community think of 
NACL now?  How do we test our assumptions about who we believe we are in relation to the beliefs of persons served, families,  
staff, and stakeholders?  How do we confidently go to a marketing firm with a message and (potential) name to bring forward to 
our Association and the broader community?  It was clear that we needed help with this.  

Pat Bugera is a communications specialist with many years of experience helping organizations answer these very questions and 
more.  NACL has contracted with her to conduct a comprehensive “communications audit” of NACL in preparation for execution of 
a marketing/rebranding project.  Her formal work will begin in mid-October with NACL, and will be implemented in four phases.  
They are: 

PHASE 1:  Research 

 Review of NACL’s core values, purpose, vision, and mission 

 Internal and external interviews; listen to opinions and concerns 

 Review current marketing strategy 

 Assess internal and external interaction with message delivery and engagement 

PHASE 2:  Data Analysis 

 Analyze research findings and put into context for developing strategic communications plan 

PHASE 3:  Results re Audience, Messaging, Tools Research 

 Develop communications objectives, strategies, tactics, actions, and           
evaluation 

PHASE 4: Delivery of Strategic Communications Plan 

 The completed plan informs future marketing and branding efforts 

 Development of an RFP (Request for Proposal) for a marketing plan 

 

We are super-excited to embark on this communications journey with Pat, and can’t wait to see the results.  Be on the lookout for 
Pat around the NACL grounds, as well as Management updates on our progress with this large and important project! 
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at Caspers Way Home! 

By:  Angela Trimble, Senior Program Manager 

 

Summer has come and gone way too fast.  There’s been barbeques,       

picnics, beach days, day trips, and parties. 

None of this would be possible without an amazing, dedicated, and      

creative team supporting these three energetic men to follow their 

dreams—and have a lot of fun along the way! 

While there have been many fun and successful adventures this summer, 

the most notable fun day has to be the Victoria Crescent Street Fair!  We 

all had a great time, enjoying the games, shopping, and of course the 

many delectable foods available. 

On this particular day, Kelsey became really brave and zip-lined across the 

downtown lagoon!  Way to go, Kelsey!!!   
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October is Community Living Month, and NACL is celebrating with a 
FREE COMMUNITY BBQ!  Come join us outside by our Actions Day    
Program space… 

Tuesday, October 23, 2018 

11:00 a.m.—1:00 p.m. 

83 Victoria Crescent, Nanaimo 
This includes... 

We’ll be there until 1:00 or the food runs out—so first come, first 
served!   



We’d love to hear from you… 

E-mail your comments to  

Graham Morry, Executive Director: 
 

graham.morry@nanaimoacl.com 

CREATED/EDITED BY:   

Marlena Stewart, Executive Assistant 

#201—96 Cavan Street 

Nanaimo, BC  V9R 2V1 

www.nanaimoacl.com 

www.facebook.com/nanaimoacl 

(250) 741-0227 

(250) 741-0224 

HELP US GO GREEN!  
 
Thanks to all of you in our NACL family 
who are currently receiving our What’s            
Happening newsletter by e-mail.   
 
If you’re currently getting it in paper copy 
and  would like to help us “GO GREEN,” 
please e-mail: 

 

marlena.stewart@nanaimoacl.com 

info@nanaimoacl.com 

We’d like to extend our HAPPIEST BIRTHDAY WISHES to all persons served, employees, and 

home share providers who have celebrated or will be celebrating birthdays since our last      

Bulletin.  There are so many people in our NACL family now, it would take pages to list you all.  

Just know that even though we’re not listing you by name here, you’re all very special to us and 

are very much appreciated – NACL wouldn’t be what it is without each and every one of you!   

@nanaimo_acl 

@nanaimo.acl 


